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Mechline is a mechanically sealed pump that 
prevents fluid from leaking during operation.

The mechanical sealed pumps are financially 

more economical, due to the shaft seal design.

The main difference of the mechanically  

sealed pump is it’s designation of high or  

low temperature, with the pump designed 

to be coupled directly to an electric motor  

of flange type and, also with options of a 

pressure relief valve.

Magnaline is a magnetically sealed pump  
that is completely leak free, requiring very  
low maintenance. 

As these type of pumps contain no seals, 

they are very reliable, and entail very low 

maintenance plans keeping costs to a minimum.  

Installation is also very easy, as there is no need 

for alignment of motor/pump.

Mechline A like for like replacement Magnaline Improved magnetic seal

The IOW Group provide a full range of positive  
displacement triple screw pumps that exceed 

the qualities of market leading products and the 
expectations of customers. All pumps fit industry 

standard footprints and flanges  
for easy installation.

Mechline or Magnaline… a quality choice everytime

Find out more…
visit www.IOWGroup.com
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 Power generation 

 Trains, trucks and buses
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 Mining 

 Construction

 Defence

 Oil and gas

Ideal for…



We are a customer-focused business dedicated to creating 
products that will enable our clients to become more 
productive and effective within their own business sectors. 

As a successful original equipment manufacturer, our 
innovative designs mean we are able to provide the most 
appropriate complete solution for all our customers’ needs.

Two manufacturing facilities, five worldwide sales offices and 
over fifty years’ combined experience within the centrifuge 
industry make us global leaders in this field.

The IOW Group is an international 
company providing separation 
and filtration solutions for 
businesses around the world.

for more information contact one  
of our international service centres  

For alternative service centres visit IOWGroup.com
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